Fast timing analysis of clock networks considering environmental uncertainty☆
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A B S T R A C T

Dynamic power management can significantly introduce environmental uncertainties such as non-uniform temperature gradients and supply voltage fluctuations. This can bring many challenges for the system-level timing verification such as for global clock networks. This paper presents a fast verification of clock-skew by an incremental-SVD-based compact modeling assisted with adaptive sampling. Firstly, an incremental-SVD is developed to perform an efficient update of environmental uncertainties avoiding a repeated full SVD. Secondly, an adaptive sampling is presented to build accurate models to sample clock and clock-skew for generating macromodels in a wide frequency range. Experiments on a number of clock networks show that when compared to the traditional fast TBR method, our macromodeling by incremental-SVD and adaptive sampling can significantly reduce the runtime with a similar accuracy. In addition, when compared to the Krylov-subspace-based method, our macromodeling further reduces the waveform error with a similar runtime.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Verifying global clock network, thus timing or clock-skew, under non-ideal environmental conditions and various design corners is becoming critical for robust system-level design at nanometer scale [1–9]. Since more devices are integrated into a single chip, power density has increased continuously, which leads to many hot spots and high temperature-gradients across a chip. Because a clock network is globally routed over the chip, the temperature variation can cause a significant clock-skew variation [7,8,10,11] as the interconnect resistance is linearly dependent on the temperature gradient. In addition, the high-current in power-delivery results in a considerable IR drop and $\frac{dI}{dt}$ noise, and the fluctuation in supply voltage can also lead to perturbations to the clock-skew through clock drivers. This situation becomes even worse when there exists dynamic power management, which can further bring non-uniform temperature-gradient and significant supply voltage fluctuation. We call these perturbations of the on-chip power-supply and temperature-gradient from nominal conditions as environmental uncertainties in this paper.

To counter the skew variation from environmental uncertainties, the perturbation based deferred-merge-embedding (DME) method in Cho et al. [7] and Yu et al. [8] modifies merging points for the tree structure and minimizes the skew variation. However, when compared with the clock-tree structure, the non-tree structure is found to be more robust under skew variations [3–6]. Fig. 1 shows two typical non-tree clock networks: a spine-network and a mesh-network. The reason is that there are additional paths provided for a signal to reach a clock-sink node such that the clock-skew can be compensated. The hybrid-network in Su and Sapatnekar [5] applies a top (root) level mesh to drive multiple clock trees in the lower (leaf) level. Recently, Rajaram et al. [6] added cross-links to convert a clock-tree to a non-tree. Though non-tree clock network is robust under variations, an accurate clock-skew variation is still required to preventing failure. Unlike the tree-structured network, there could be more than one clock-driver at inputs for a non-tree-structured network. More importantly, the efficient iterative algorithm for tree-structures may not be used for the non-tree clock network such as clock meshes. The analysis of skew is therefore expensive for the non-tree clock network during a sign-off stage.

The difficulties of clock-skew verification at system-level are summarized as follows. Firstly, the post-layout model, containing massive amounts of extracted parasitics, would significantly increase the analysis complexity. Secondly, environmental
uncertainties perturb the clock network and further complicate the verification of clock-skew. It is thus imperative to find a fast skew analysis for the non-tree clock network considering environmental uncertainties.

Instead of using a full-RLC model for a non-tree clock network, macromodeling by model order reduction (MOR) [5,9,12–20] can be employed here to reduce the complexity from not only layout parasitics but also from environmental perturbations. MOR can identify dominant states but reduce unnecessary states. In Su and Sapatnekar [5], a hierarchical macromodeling by the Krylov-subspace-based MOR method is applied for compact representation of parasitics. The work in Ye et al. [9] improves the macromodeling by taking account of the input clock waveform information via a weighted reduction based on input harmonics. However, the Krylov-subspace-based macromodeling only has a localized accuracy (accurate around the expansion point due to moment-matching property). An accurate macromodeling to calculate clock-skew hence needs a better control of the global error.

As an alternative, the fast truncated-balanced-realization (TBR) method, piTBR [18,17] applies a singular-value-decomposition (SVD) to identify dominant states (singular-vectors) from sampled frequency responses (waveforms) over a frequency range. Although such sampling-based reduction method does not have global error bounds as in standard TBR methods, they typically generate more globally accurate models than Krylov-subspace-based approach. This is required for building macromodels such as RLC clock networks that usually have a high operating frequency. The SVD-based macromodeling can be further employed to determine the dominant terminals (or called ports for input signals). The work in Feldmann and Liu [21] shows a SVD-based macromodeling by reducing both terminals and states in the framework of the Krylov-subspace-based approach. The recent work [20] ETBR extends pMTBR for terminal reductions. As such, one can employ ETBR to generate the compact models for networks with many ports like non-tree clock networks, while balancing the accuracy and efficiency requirements. However, how to perform an efficient yet accurate sampling for a wide frequency-band still remains an open problem. Furthermore, in order to consider environmental variabilities, parameterized MOR has been developed by Krylov-subspace-based approach [11,18] and TBR-based approach [17], respectively. Note that the cost of SVD in TBR becomes high when dealing with environmental variabilities, because it requires a full decomposition whenever the network or the input is perturbed.

In this paper, in order to provide a system-level timing verification for clock, we introduce a fast clock-skew analysis via a parameterized and incremental-SVD based fast TBR method, called piTBR. To consider environmental perturbations in an efficient way, piTBR improves the previous TBR methods [17,18,20] by an incremental SVD algorithm that can partially update the macromodel under environmental perturbations. Moreover, to generate a wide-band macromodel of one RLC clock, piTBR also employs a new adaptive sampling scheme to identify the best sampling points. This can reduce the error of reduced models and improve the efficiency of samplings. The flow of piTBR is briefly reviewed as follows. We first parameterize the environmental perturbation into a structured-state matrix. After applying a TBR reduction with the structure-preserving, we can perform an incremental singular-value-decomposition (iSVD), which only analyzes the updated sensitivities every time when an environmental fluctuation exists. This can dramatically reduce the cost of SVD during the TBR reduction. Then we apply a new sampling method to adaptively adjust error and hence to produce a more accurate clock-skew estimation in a wide frequency range. In addition, since our method analyzes both waveforms and input signals, it can consider the variation and its spatial correlation, and is thereby more flexible for skew analysis while considering environmental variations simultaneously. Experiments show that compared to the previous TBR method for environmental variations, our piTBR reduces the computational cost by 100 × with a similar accuracy. Moreover, with the use of the adaptive re-sampling to control error, our approach is up to 40 × faster than the existing re-sampling based reduction method on our benchmarks and is up to 10 × more accurate than the simple linear sampling schemes. In addition, because of better global error control, our method further reduces the waveform error by 2 × with a similar runtime when compared to the Krylov-subspace-based method on the same benchmark.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first review background of the Krylov-subspace and truncated-balanced-realization (TBR) based MOR in Section 2. We present a parameterized TBR method in Section 3 with a parameterization procedure for environmental uncertainties, and the incremental SVD method to speedup the parameterized TBR in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss an adaptive sampling to improve the accuracy of the TBR for calculating the RLC clock-skew in wideband. We present the overall algorithm and the result in Section 6, and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Background

The mathematical notations of this paper are summarized in Table 1.

2.1. State-space description of clock network

A high-speed clock network is often modeled by a distributed RLC model, which is further described by a linear network in the modified-nodal-analysis (MNA)

$$\dot{\mathbf{x}}(t) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mathbf{A}_i \mathbf{x}(t) = \mathbf{B}_i u(t), \quad \mathbf{y}(t) = \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{x}(t)$$

or in frequency-domain (s) by

$$(\mathbf{G}(s)+s\mathbf{C})\mathbf{x}(s) = \mathbf{B}_i u(s), \quad \mathbf{y}(s) = \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{x}(s).$$

Here, for N state-variables x(t) or x(s) (nodal-voltage and inductive-branch-current), Gi ∈ N × N is the state matrix for conductive elements, Ci ∈ N × N is the state matrix for inductive and capacitive elements, Bi ∈ N × pi is the topological matrix to connect pi inputs sources u (e × p1, 1), and Li ∈ N × p0 is the topological matrix to connect p0 outputs y (e × p0). Accordingly, a
transformation function is defined by

\[ H(s) = C(sI + A)^{-1}B. \] (3)

2.2. Model order reduction by truncation balanced realization

The post-layout extraction usually results in a RLC network with a huge dimension in the scale of \(10^6\) variables. To find a compact model with dominant state-variables, model order reduction (MOR) is one solution. In general, MOR finds a small dimensioned matrix \(P \in \mathbb{N} \times q\) with an order \(q < N\), and applies a two-side projection to reduce the dimension of the original model from \(N \times N\) to \(q \times q\). The projection matrix also needs to preserve the accuracy after reduction. To this end, we works in Feldmann and Freund [12], Grimm [13], Kerns and Yang [14], and Odabasioglu et al. [15] show that the orthonormalized subspace can be used as a projection. One way to construct the subspace is based on a block-Krylov subspace, moments of the space can be used as a projection. One way to construct the spectrum vectors, i.e., the singular-value vectors or eigen-

\[ \mathbf{Z} = \mathbf{U} \mathbf{S} \mathbf{V}^T. \] (6)

By applying orthonormalization to \(\mathbf{U}\), a projection matrix \(P \in \mathbb{N} \times q\) is obtained to reduce the original system by

\[ \tilde{\mathbf{G}} = P \mathbf{G} P, \quad \tilde{\mathbf{C}} = P \mathbf{C} P, \quad \tilde{\mathbf{B}} = P \mathbf{B}. \] (7)

However, similar to Krylov subspace methods, the fast TBR methods still have low efficiency issues for circuits with large numbers of ports. Since the dimension of sampled waveform \(Z\) still depends on the number of ports \(p\), its cost of SVD and the order of \(K\) are large when the number of ports \(p\) is large.

2.3. Extended reduction considering inputs

In order to reduce the reduction cost when there are a large number of input sources \(u(s)\), the MOR can be further extended to consider right-hand-side (RHS) sources. As patterns of input waveforms are usually known during the sign-off stage for designs of the clock or power-delivery network, the EKS/TEKS method [16] uses an input-current vector [14]

\[ J(s) = B u(s) \] (8)

instead of the input-port matrix \(B\) during the reduction. The port-dependence is eliminated as the dimension of \(J(s)\) is \(\mathbb{N} \times 1\). In the extended truncated-balanced realization (ETBR) method [20], the input-current-vector based reduction constructs the projection matrix from the SVD of \(X = [x(s_1), x(s_2), \ldots, x(s_n)] \in \mathbb{N} \times n\), where each \(x\) is

\[ x(s_i) = [s_i + sC]^{-1} J(s_i) \] (9)

obtained from (2). The singular-value-decomposition (SVD) is then applied to \(Z\) and its first-K SVD-vectors are \(U \in \mathbb{N} \times K, S \in \mathbb{K} \times K\) and \(V \in \mathbb{K} \times p \times n\) from

\[ Z = U S V^T. \] (10)

where each \(z\) is

\[ z(s_i) = [s_i + sC]^{-1} B \] (5)

3. Parameterized macromodel of non-tree clock network

Broadly speaking, the skew variation of a clock network is either from environmental uncertainty or process uncertainty. This paper deals with two types of environmental uncertainties. The first one comes from the temperature uncertainty due to the increased power dissipation over the chip. The second one comes from the supply voltage uncertainty due to the decreased voltage room. There are two approaches to deal environmental
uncertainties. One assumes that the fluctuation from the environment can be still deterministically characterized by the worst-case corner [2,6,7,11]. The other [8] assumes a stochastic characterization of the environmental fluctuation. Our method developed in this paper supports both of them. For the simplicity of presentation, we assume that the uncertainty from temperature or supply voltage is already characterized initially.

Notice that we do not consider the delay variations due to buffers in this paper. The delay variations due to buffers and general gates were considered in many existing literature in the context of statistical timing analysis. We assume that buffer variations are known and they can easily be accounted for in our formulation as part of the input current variations shown below.

3.1. Parameterization with environmental uncertainty

Note that the thermal perturbation is in the time-scale of milli-second, quite different from the supply voltage perturbation in the time-scale of nano-second. As such, the perturbed state vector \( x_n \) by temperature is naturally not correlated to the perturbed state vector \( x \) by supply voltage. Hence, we can separately apply the perturbation analysis to them as follows.

When a clock wire experiences a temperature-gradient, the unit-length resistance \( r_{unit} \) is [10]

\[
r_{unit}(x,y,t) = \rho_0 \cdot [1 + \beta \cdot T(x,y,t)],
\]

where \( \rho_0 \) is the unit-length resistance at a reference temperature, and \( \beta (1/C) \) is the temperature coefficient of the metal for clock. Systematically, we denote the perturbation to the overall nominal state matrix \( G \) as \( \delta G \) (\( e \in \mathbb{N} \times \mathbb{N} \)). Such a \( \delta G \) is parametrically dependent on the temperature profile, and hence can be a temperature-dependent distribution all over the non-tree network. In addition, one can evaluate \( \delta G \) once in a sampling-period \( T_p \) at the thermal-time-constant scale.

The perturbed MNA by the temperature-gradient becomes

\[
\begin{align*}
(G + \delta G + SC) \cdot (x + \delta x_n) &= J, \\
(G + SC) \cdot \delta x_n + \delta G \cdot x &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

Similar to [22,11,8], by reorganizing the terms in both sides according to the perturbation order up to the first-order, (11) leads to

\[
(G + SC) \cdot x = J,
\]

(12)

Note that the clock-skew is the delay difference at different nodes [1–4]. As such, the expansion of the state-variable to the first-order is sufficient to calculate the delay and further the clock-skew.

Moreover, the fluctuation from the supply voltage can small perturbation to clock drivers, i.e., the input waveforms to the clock network. We denote the perturbation to the overall nominal input vector \( J \) as \( \delta J \) (\( e \in \mathbb{N} \times 1 \)). The perturbation to MNA by input vector is

\[
\begin{align*}
(G + SC) \cdot (x + \delta x) &= J + \delta J, \\
(G + SC) \cdot x &= J,
\end{align*}
\]

(13)

In addition, one can evaluate \( \delta J \) once in a sampling-period \( T_p \) at the electric-time-constant scale.

Reorganizing the terms in both sides according to the perturbation order up to the first-order, (13) leads to

\[
(G + SC) \cdot x = J,
\]

(14)

Note that the high-order perturbations to \( x \) from \( J \) can be added by superposition. Similarly, as clock-skew is the delay difference, the expansion to the first-order perturbation is sufficient for calculating clock-skew.

As such, we can formulate a parameterized state matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
G & 0 & 0 \\
0 & G & 0 \\
\delta G & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} 
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
\delta x_k \\
\delta x_n
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
J \\
\delta J \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(15)

using a new state-variable composed of the nominal \( x(s) \) and its sensitivity \( \delta x_k(s) \) with respect to the network change due to temperature perturbations, and \( \delta x_n(s) \) with respect to the input change due to supply voltage perturbations.

Because of the block-triangular-structure in the augmented state matrix, the nominal state-variable

\[
x = (G + SC)^{-1} \cdot J
\]

(16)

and its sensitivities

\[
\delta x_k = (G + SC)^{-1} \cdot \delta J,
\]

\[
\delta x_n = -(G + SC)^{-1} \cdot \delta G \cdot x
\]

(17)

can be solved efficiently by a block-backward substitution, since there is only one LU-factor cost of \( G + SC \). The overall response can be efficiently calculated by \( x + \delta x_k + \delta x_n \). More importantly, as shown later on, since such a structured formulation separates sensitivities from the nominal response, it leads to an efficient incremental SVD update.

3.2. Input harmonic sampling

As the measurement of the clock-skew distribution is performed to the steady-state response, the output waveform can be measured under inputs of different harmonics [9]. Therefore, instead of applying an error-prone polynomial or rational polynomial fitting of the time-domain waveform as in Wang and Nguyen [16], the Fourier transformation can be applied by expanding the waveform with the fundamental harmonic as the clock frequency, i.e., \( \omega_0 = 2\pi f_0 \).

Assume the Fourier expansion of the input \( J(t) \) is

\[
J(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{N} J(k\omega_0)e^{jkt}, \quad j = -1,
\]

(18)

where \( \omega_0 \) is the fundamental clock frequency, \( J(k\omega_0) \) is the weight of the \( k \)th harmonic, and \( k = k_1, \ldots, k_n \) is a linear-scale-sampled harmonic, or \( k = 10^{-k_1}, \ldots, 10^{k_3} \) is a log-scale-sampled harmonic.

Define \( s_k = j \cdot k \cdot \omega_0 \) then the \( n \)-sampled frequency-domain waveforms are

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x(s_1) \\
x(s_2) \\
\vdots \\
x(s_N)
\end{bmatrix} 
\begin{bmatrix}
\delta x(s_1) \\
\delta x(s_2) \\
\vdots \\
\delta x(s_N)
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
x_1(s) \\
x_2(s) \\
\vdots \\
x_N(s)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(19)

with

\[
\begin{align*}
x(s) &= (G + sC)^{-1} \cdot J(s), \\
\delta x(s_k) &= (G + s_kC)^{-1} \cdot \delta J(s), \\
\delta x_n(s_k) &= -(G + s_kC)^{-1} \cdot \delta G \cdot x(s).
\end{align*}
\]

(20)

Note that similar to the PMTBR method [18], a selective sampling procedure is needed to decide the sampling points that ensures an optimized accuracy. This paper presents an adaptive sampling procedure for this purpose in Section 5.

3.3. Structured projection

As discussed in Section 2, for the TBR method Phillips and Silveira [18], Phillips [17], a flat projection matrix \( P (e \in \mathbb{N} \times K) \) can be constructed from the first-K vectors \( u_t \) obtained by
a singular-value-decomposition (SVD)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X(s_1) & X(s_2) & \cdots & X(s_n)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\delta x(s_1) \\
\delta x(s_2) \\
\vdots \\
\delta x(s_n)
\end{bmatrix} = \text{SVD}_U \cdot S \cdot V,
\]

where \( \text{SVD}_U \) is the singular-value-vector is updated partially without using a full SVD.

4.1. Exact iSVD

In order to efficiently deal with environmental uncertainties in a TBR method, in this section, we introduce an incremental TBR method with two incremental SVDs (iSVDs): an exact iSVD and a fast iSVD.

4.1. Exact iSVD

For an exact iSVD, no approximation is necessary and the singular-value-vector is updated partially without using a full SVD. In our structured formulation, the output waveforms can be denoted by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
dX
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
X(s_1) & X(s_2) & \cdots & X(s_n) \\
\delta x(s_1) & \delta x(s_2) & \cdots & \delta x(s_n)
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times n} \) is the nominal waveform and \( dX \in \mathbb{R}^{2N \times n} \) is the perturbation by environmental fluctuations composed of \( dx_I \) and \( dx_N \). Only \( dx \) changes accordingly with environmental fluctuations, and \( X \) is constant after the first SVD. Since fully decomposing \([X \; dX]^\top\) by SVD every time is expensive, an incremental SVD is needed to only perform the decomposition of the newly updated data \( dx \).

Many fast SVD methods are developed in the literature [23–25]. They avoid the full decomposition by estimating an appropriate low-rank approximation with a partial analysis of the data. However, none of them can be directly applied to the structured data in our problem. For example, the incremental SVD in Band [25] assumes that new sampled data can be updated only column wise and sampled environmental variations in our case needs to be updated rows by rows. As such, we have developed an exact incremental SVD (iSVD) method in this paper to consider the update rows by rows. One working diagram of iSVD is shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates the primary difference from the existing approach [25].

Assume the SVD of the nominal data \( X \) is

\[
X = U S V^\top
\]

with \( U \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times K}, S \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K} \) and \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times n} \). Recall that \( U \) is composed of the singular-value spectrum and hence can be used as basis to span the original clock system state-space. According to (6), one can build a compact model and extract delay by projecting the original system with \( U \). To further consider the update to the singular-vectors \( U, V \) and \( S \) from the updated data \( dX \), we derive an incremental SVD scheme below by analyzing the update \( dX \) only.

**Lemma 1.** The nominal sampled waveform \( X \) with update \( dX \) can be pre-decomposed by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
dX
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
U & 0 \\
0 & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
S \\
L
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
V \\
Q
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( L = dX \cdot V^\top \), \( Q \) and \( R \) are the QR-decomposition results of \( dX \cdot L \cdot V \) and \( I \) is the identity matrix.

**Proof.** Taking the SVD-vector \( V^\top \) as the subspace basis, the projected component of \( dX \) along \( V^\top \) is

\[
L = dX \cdot V^\top \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times K}.
\]
Accordingly, one can further define $L$’s orthogonal component by

$$H = dX - L \cdot V \in 2N \times n.$$  

Applying a QR decomposition to $H$, one can find two orthogonal matrices $Q (e 2N \times n)$ and $R (n \times n)$:

$$H = QR.$$  

As such, one can have

$$dX = Q \cdot R + L \cdot V.$$  

Therefore, the following identity can be derived

$$\begin{bmatrix} U & 0 \\ 0 & I \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S & 0 \\ 0 & L \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V \\ R \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} U \cdot S \cdot V \\ L \cdot V + Q \cdot R \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} X \\ dX \end{bmatrix}.$$  

(26)

Based on Lemma 1, the incremental SVD can be performed only to the updated columns and rows in $dX$ as follows.

Apply SVD to the middle matrix by

$$\begin{bmatrix} S & 0 \\ L & Q \end{bmatrix} = \text{svd}\text{ }U \cdot S \cdot V.'$$

Recall that $S$ is $e K \times K$, $L$ is $e 2N \times K$, and $Q$ is $e 2N \times n$. In general, the system dimension $N$ is much larger than the SVD-approximation order $K$ and the number of samplings $n$. As such, the dimension of the middle matrix can be approximately $e 2N \times n$. Therefore, one only needs to analyze the newly updated data $dX (e 2N \times n)$ by an incremental SVD, instead of analyzing the whole data $[X \quad dX]^T (e 3N \times n)$ by a full SVD.

Then, since

$$U^* \cdot S^* \cdot V^* = \frac{X}{dX}$$

only following updates

$$U^* = \begin{bmatrix} U & 0 \\ 0 & I \end{bmatrix} U',$$  

(27)

$$S^* = S,$$  

(28)

and

$$V^* = V \begin{bmatrix} V \\ R \end{bmatrix}$$  

(29)

are needed to obtain the exact singular-value-vectors $U^*$, $S^*$ and $V^*$.

As explained above, this algorithm avoids a fully decomposing the data $[X \quad dX]^T (e 3N \times n)$. Therefore, one can update $U$ by $U^*$ by only analyzing $dX (e 2N \times n)$ and reusing the result of $X (e N \times n)$. One new projection matrix therefore can be constructed from $U^*$ to reduce the perturbed system equation with one updated perturbation. We call this method the exact incremental SVD.

### 4.2. Fast iSVD

Note that usually only $U^*$ is the part we are interested in for the projection. This motivates us to find a fast iSVD method that not only performs a partial analysis of $dX$ but also only updates $U$, which can further reduce the computational cost.

As shown by our experiments, given the updated $dX$ from environmental fluctuations, its projection along the singular-vector $V^*$, i.e., $L (e 2N \times K)$ is found to be a good approximation as the update to $U (N \times K)$

$$U^* = \begin{bmatrix} U \\ L \end{bmatrix}.$$  

(30)

Note that such a fast iSVD is an approximated SVD method. As shown by our experiments, the fast iSVD is faster than the exact iSVD but with a similar accuracy. The reason is that when the system is perturbed incrementally, it will not largely modify the direction of the dominant state vector such as $V$. In other words, we can still approximately extract the contribution of $dX$ to $U$ by projecting $dX$ along $V^*$ with bounded error. In addition, though the new $U^*$ is not orthonormalized from the above construction, it will be orthonormalized later on when constructing the structured projection. Compared to the exact iSVD, the fast iSVD avoids the additional cost of one SVD and one QR decomposition, and only has additional cost in the matrix multiplication when building $L$. This is inexpensive when waveforms are sparsely compressed.

5. Adaptively sampling

To produce an accurate macromodel for clock-skew, we further discuss how to apply an adaptive sampling to improve accuracy. As fast TBR methods are mainly based on the spectrum analysis of the sampled waveform, the selection of sampling points is thus critical.

One observation we have is that if we partition a whole frequency range into a number of sub-bands, for example based on the harmonics of clock frequency, and obtain one reduced model just for one certain sub-band, each sub-band may require a different number of sampling points to reach a common accuracy requirement. To this end, we introduce an adaptive sampling scheme that adaptively adds new sampling points to a number of sub-bands until the errors at all sub-bands are reduced to a predefined error bound. In the following, we present a practical sampling scheme with a walk-through example.

As shown in Fig. 3, Step (a) assumes an already sampled system in the previous optimization step $p$ with $n$ sampled points $S^{(p)} = [s^{(p)}_1, s^{(p)}_2, \ldots, s^{(p)}_n]$. The reduced model is then described by $\tilde{x}^{(p)}$ from the previous iteration. In this example, $n=4$. In the initial step ($p=0$), we partition the given frequency band into $n-1$ sub-bands, for example in a log-scale.

Next, in Step (b), $S^{(0)} = [s^{(0)}_1, s^{(0)}_2, \ldots, s^{(0)}_n]$ are inserted into $S^{(p)}$ as the middle points of $s^{(1)}_i (i = 1, \ldots, n-1)$ in the log-scale, i.e.,

$$s^{(1)}_i = \exp(\frac{1}{2}(\log(s^{(0)}_i) + \log(s^{(0)}_{i+1}))),$$  

(31)

where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n-1$. Now we have a new set of sampling points $S^{(1)} = [s^{(0)}_1, s^{(1)}_2, \ldots, s^{(1)}_n]$ for the current optimization step, where $s^{(1)}_{n-1} = s^{(0)}_n$ and $s^{(1)}_n = s^{(0)}_n (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n-1)$. The reduced model is then described by $\tilde{x}^{(1)}$ at current iteration.

Then, in Step (c), we compare the two reduced models $\tilde{x}^{(p)}$ and $\tilde{x}^{(1)}$ at a number of error comparison points $S^{(c)} = [s^{(c)}_1, s^{(c)}_2, \ldots, s^{(c)}_{2n-2}]$, which are the middle points among $S^{(1)}$:

$$s^{(c)}_i = \exp(\frac{1}{2}(\log(s^{(1)}_i) + \log(s^{(1)}_{i+1}))),$$  

(32)

where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, 2n-2$.

![Fig. 3. An illustrative example for the adaptive sampling strategy.](image-url)
As a result, in Step (d), we can compare the error $\hat{E}(s_i^{(n)})$ of the two reduced models at each point $s_i^{(n)}$

$$\hat{E}(s_i^{(n)}) = \|s_i^{(n)}(t^{(n)}) - \tilde{s}_i^{(n)}(t^{(n)})\|_2 / \|s_i^{(n)}(t^{(n)})\|_2$$ (33)

to represent the error for a sub-band $[s_i^{(n)}, s_{i+1}^{(n)}]$ in the frequency-domain. The process continues adding new sampling points (Step (a)) until the errors at each sub-band are reduced to a pre-defined value. In Fig. 3, the unsatisfied points are shown as circles with crosses.

Finally, in Step (e), all the consecutive unsatisfied sub-bands are merged together to form a new unsatisfied frequency range $S^{(n)}$. Note that we may end up with more than one unsatisfied frequency-band such as the two shown in this example. After all the bands meet the accuracy requirement, the sampling responses from all the bands are merged into one matrix to build the final projection matrix.

Such an adaptive sampling scheme is driven by a dynamic error estimation. Experiments show that compared to the existing sampling schemes such as linear, logarithmic, and power-supply fluctuations. Then, it applies FFT (an incremental re-sampling method [19]), our approach is used for comparison with the new adaptive sampling.

The experimental settings are summarized in Table 2. A chip with size 5 cm$^2$ is divided into a uniform grid to place the clock network and sample its temperature variations. The temperature maps at nodes of the grid are obtained from a micro-architecture level thermal simulation. The resistance $\rho_0 = 0.03 \Omega/\mu m$ (at room temperature) and $\beta = 0.007$ (for copper) are used to calculate the perturbed network change, where $\beta$ is the temperature coefficient of the resistance. Moreover, a clock signal with 1 V Vdd, 2 ns period, 1 ns pulse width and 0.1 ns falling/rising time is used. Up to 10%Vdd random voltage fluctuation is added in each clock period to the clock input. It represents the power-supply fluctuation. In addition, the macromodel is used to generate the transient voltage response and its sensitivities, and then to calculate the clock-skew and skew variation. The waveforms are measured at 50%Vdd for the skew.

6.2. Experimental results

The proposed piTBR with adaptive sampling is implemented in Matlab. The sparse SVD (SVDPACK) in Matlab is used to analyze the sparsely compressed waveform (by a threshold 1e−5). All experimental data are simulated and measured on an Intel dual-core 2.0 GHZ PC with 2 GB memory. For the comparison of the piTBR, the fast-TBR-based PMTBR [18] and the Krylov-subspace-based EKS method [16] are implemented together with a variational analysis and a single input vector. In addition, the re-sampling-based method [19] is used for comparison with the new adaptive sampling.

The experimental settings are summarized in Table 2. A chip with size 5 cm$^2$ is divided into a uniform grid to place the clock network and sample its temperature variations. The temperature maps at nodes of the grid are obtained from a micro-architecture level thermal simulation. The resistance $\rho_0 = 0.03 \Omega/\mu m$ (at room temperature) and $\beta = 0.007$ (for copper) are used to calculate the perturbed network change, where $\beta$ is the temperature coefficient of the resistance. Moreover, a clock signal with 1 V Vdd, 2 ns period, 1 ns pulse width and 0.1 ns falling/rising time is used. Up to 10%Vdd random voltage fluctuation is added in each clock period to the clock input. It represents the power-supply fluctuation. In addition, the macromodel is used to generate the transient voltage response and its sensitivities, and then to calculate the clock-skew and skew variation. The waveforms are measured at 50%Vdd for the skew.

6.2.1. Validation of incremental SVD

We first show the accuracy of our parameterized model (15). A clock network with 1377 nodes and 85 ports is used with 70°C temperature change, and 5%Vdd input perturbations. The result of the parameterized model is compared with the HSPICE simulation of the original RLC SPICE netlist. As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed model has negligible error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Experimental settings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chip size</td>
<td>5 cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_0$</td>
<td>0.03 ohm/\mu m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Vdd</td>
<td>1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock pulse width</td>
<td>1 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock rise time</td>
<td>0.1 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock fall time</td>
<td>0.1 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock period</td>
<td>2 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock variation</td>
<td>Up to 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 4. Simulation results of the original parameterized model, compared with the HSPICE simulation results of the original RLC netlist.](image-url)
Next, we show the accuracy comparison of waveforms for the full-RLC model and the macromodels by piTBR using exact iSVD and fast iSVD in the time-domain, respectively. The clock network and perturbation settings are the same as the previous experiment. One hundred sampling points are used to sample the waveform in the frequency-domain, and the SVD with an order of 60 is applied to analyze the waveform.

In Fig. 5, (a) compares the overall responses \(X = X_0 + dX_i + dX_n\), (b) compares the nominal responses \(X_0\), (c) compares the variations \(dX_i\) due to the input fluctuation caused by power-supply, and (d) compares the variations \(dX_n\) due to the network fluctuation caused by temperature-gradient. Compared to the full-RLC model without using macromodel, both the exact iSVD and the fast iSVD macromodels can accurately catch the delay/skew (50%Vdd) and about \(61 \times (1.16 \text{ vs. } 61.23)\) times faster. Moreover, with the provided nominal response \(X_0\) and its sensitivities, i.e., the variations \(dX_i\) and \(dX_n\), designers can easily modify their designs iteratively to reduce the skew variations.

For the same example above, Fig. 6 further compares the time-domain waveform \(dX_s\) due to input variation for the full-RLC model.
model, the macromodels (the same size) by the fast iSVD and the Krylov-subspace-based EKS method at one port. As the macro-model by TBR method is constructed by globally sampling the waveform, it has a better accuracy than the Krylov-subspace-based method.

6.2.2. Validation of adaptive sampling

In our implementation, the number of points in the pool is set to 20, the number of the reduced model used at each iteration is 10, the size of the reduced model is 20. We also used 20 search points, 1/3 of which will be replaced. One point in the pool will be substituted in every iteration. We also implemented speedup techniques such as efficient construction of projectors and heuristic search. We show the accuracy comparison of adaptive sampling, re-sampling, simple uniform linear and log-linear sampling methods on one RLC circuit that has 1724 nodes with eight inputs and outputs. For all the algorithms, we use the same number of sampling points to reach a fair comparison.

Fig. 7 shows the accuracy comparison among the four methods. From the figure we can see that adaptive sampling and re-sampling both achieve much better accuracy than the uniform linear and log-linear methods, where both of them successfully find the spiky frequency band and reach the similar global accuracy by adding more sampling points there. However, because re-sampling requires much more time to perform SVD and compute the variance as the error bound, it takes a much longer time than our adaptive sampling method. For this example with 1724 nodes, adaptive sampling converges with six iterations in 1.1 s and a maximum error 1.8 mV. But the re-sampling method converges with 53 iterations in 41.9 s and a maximum error 1.7 mV. Our adaptive sampling about 40/C2 faster. In addition, our adaptive sampling improves accuracy by 10/C2 compared to the linear-scale sampling and by 2/C2 compared to the log-scale sampling. Our adaptive sampling finds the set of optimal sampling points that provides an accurate TBR reduction to calculate the clock-skew.

6.2.3. Clock skew variation

We then study the skew variation under different types of perturbations: purely by temperature-gradient fluctuation; purely by power-supply fluctuation; and by the combination of temperature and supply. For the same circuit in Section 6.2.1, we generate the various time-domain waveforms using macromodels by piTBR with an order of 60.

Fig. 8(a) shows the clock-skew variation under the temperature-gradient with the following changes: 10, 70 and 140 °C. It shows about 6% clock-skew variation under the 140 °C temperature change. Moreover, Fig. 8(b) shows the skew variation under the supply fluctuation with the following changes: 1, 5 and 10%Vdd. It shows about 11% skew variation under 5%Vdd perturbation. In addition, Fig. 8(c) shows the clock-skew variation under both temperature and supply fluctuations. The combined environmental fluctuation causes up to 14% clock-skew variation.

6.2.4. Scalability study of piTBR

We further study the scalability of runtime and skew-error, by comparing the piTBR with incremental SVD (exact iSVD and fast iSVD), the PMTBR with the single input vector, and the Krylov-subspace-based EKS method. A number of RLC-meshes are used for modeling clock networks with increased sizes and port-numbers. The skew-error here is defined as the relative difference between the skew by the full-RLC model and the one by the macromodel. The runtime here includes the time of waveform sampling, the time of solving reduced macromodel, and the time of constructing the macromodel. Specifically, columns 2–4 in Table 3 summarize the experiments setups, column 5 is the sampling-time and column 6 is the analyzing-time. In addition as shown in Table 4, columns 2 and 3 show the time to construct macromodel, and the skew-error of the Krylov-subspace based EKS method. Columns 4 and 5 show the SVD-time to construct macromodel and the skew-error of piTBR using the fast iSVD, columns 6 and 7 show the same for piTBR using the exact iSVD, columns 8 and 9 show the same for PMTBR using the full-SVD.

![Fig. 7. Comparison of adaptive sampling, re-sampling, linear-scale sampling, and log-scale sampling, for a multiple-input RLC circuit with 1724 nodes using 53 samples.](image-url)
As shown by the tables, the larger the size of the waveform, the larger the cost to reapply the full SVD under environmental fluctuations. As iSVD only analyzes the incrementally added rows, it has a better scalability for large sized circuits than the full SVD used in PMTBR. For a RLC circuit with 15,939 nodes and 341 ports, iSVD shows up to 126/C2 (7.29 vs. 921 s) runtime reduction in SVD with similar waveform error (less than 1.5%). Note that the iSVD-based piTBR can complete simulations for all examples but the PMTBR cannot complete the largest sized example in a reasonable time. The error of all TBR methods are quite close to each other. Because the perturbation does not change much of the direction of the dominant SVD vector, the fast-iSVD-based piTBR can achieve a similar accuracy but is up to 38/C2 faster than the exact-iSVD-based piTBR.

Moreover, compared to the EKS method, the TBR methods show better accuracy of skew-error due to the global waveform sampling. For the same RLC mesh above, the TBR method reduces the skew-error by 2/C2. In addition, the computational cost of the TBR is dramatically reduced by the incremental SVD. The exact iSVD has a similar cost as the EKS method and the fast iSVD is even faster than the Krylov-subspace-based method.

7. Conclusions

For non-tree clock networks, we have presented a fast skew analysis that considers uncertainties caused by the temperature-gradient and the power-supply fluctuation. The new method, called piTBR, calculates the clock-skew based on a parameterized and incremental truncated-balanced realization method. Compared to existing macromodelings, our piTBR method is more flexible to be embedded within the skew verification for large-scale clock networks.

In our piTBR, the network changes perturbed by the temperature and the input-source changes perturbed by the supply voltage are parameterized into a structured-state matrix simultaneously. This formulation facilitates an incremental SVD algorithm to significantly reduce the computational cost of clock-skew evaluations. Our piTBR method reduces the runtime by 100/C2 with a similar error when compared to the full SVD based TBR method. Moreover, as the projection matrix in sampled-based reduction method is obtained by globally sampling in the frequency domain, it leads to a more accurate macromodel than the one by the

---

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ckt</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Sample time (s)</th>
<th>Solve time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rlc-mesh1</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlc-mesh2</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlc-mesh3</td>
<td>1377</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlc-mesh4</td>
<td>15939</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlc-mesh5</td>
<td>20865</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlc-mesh6</td>
<td>69400</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Skew variation under temperature-caused network change dXN and supply-caused input change dXI. (a) The skew variation purely caused by the temperature-gradient; (b) the skew variation purely caused by the power-supply; (c) the skew variation caused by both.
Krylov-subspace-based method. Experiments in this paper show that our piTBR method reduces the waveform error by $2 \times$ with a similar runtime, when compared to the Krylov-subspace-based method. In addition, with the use of a novel adaptive sampling to reduce error, our piTBR method is up to $10 \times$ faster than the exact sparse-sampling method, and is up to $10 \times$ more accurate than the simple linear sampling method. Note that the proposed method provides a general framework for parameterized macromodeling for other high-performance VLSI components and modules in addition to the clock-skew studied in this paper.
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